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 The film was written by Bartlett and Jim Krieg and directed by Ming-Na Wen. It is the ninth and last film in the Hey Arnold!
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franchise. The film aired on the same day as the eleventh season of Hey Arnold!, which would have been the series finale. It was
followed by a two-hour Hey Arnold! special. Plot The film begins with a flashback to the late 1940s in the apartment of Arnold
and Geraldine. While Geraldine plays an audio-cassette tape of The Partridge Family performing "The Girl from Sierra Leone",

Arnold attempts to talk to Geraldine about his feelings, but she interrupts him by saying that she's "not talking about that".
Geraldine states that she never talks about that because Arnold "isn't Arnold anymore" and "he's gone". Arnold then interrupts
Geraldine and states that he's not "going anywhere" and he "knows that we're never going to be apart". Geraldine then gets up

and abruptly leaves the apartment to go to school. Arnold, wearing his favorite Arnold t-shirt and his slippers, is ready for school
with his skateboard. As he walks out the door, he sees a newspaper covering a newsboy. Arnold takes the paper and goes to

school, while reading the headline, "FAMOUS ARABIAN EXPLORER ARRESTED!". After Arnold is yelled at by his teacher
and his friends ask why he didn't bring his homework, Arnold goes to lunch with his friends and asks if they've seen Arnold's
video tape collection. Arnold's friends inform him that the news is about his namesake, Arnold J. "Arnold" Peterson. Arnold
becomes very excited and starts to blabber about the movie. Arnold then says he's going to make his own movie starring the

characters from his favorite show, Hey Arnold!. He vows to "get on a tour bus and take all of [his] friends with [him]" to make
the movie. Arnold takes out his tapes and starts to assemble them into a "movie-poster" of Arnold. As he packs up his tapes, the
tape of The Partridge Family begins to play again and Arnold listens to the entire song. After the song is finished, Arnold turns
off the video tape machine, but he continues to pack up his tapes. He then changes his mind and calls for the tape to play again.

As the tape plays, the "sound 82157476af
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